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a) Describe and explain the magnetic force on a charged particle in a uniform
magnetic field.

b) Determine the periodic time of a charged particle is moving circular'motion in a
uniform magnetic field.

c) A positive charged particle has mass 2xlA''* gm arLd charge 1.6*10'" C is sent
into a region of uniform magnetic field oriented perpendigular to the charged
particle's path. The charged p"rticl. travels at a speed 8x 1010 cm/sec in a circular
oath of radius 2 m.What is the magnitude of magnetic field?

a) Determine and explain the magnetic force between two parallel wires have
leneth L, caw a current h & Iz and a distance "d" between them.

b)Determine the relation between magnetic permeability of a material inserted in a
solenoid and magnetic permeability of free splce,

c) Prove that the magnetic energy density stored in an inductor is directly
proportional to the square of magnetic field.

d) Determine the frequency of oscillation inZC-circuit.

Paft 2

a)

ii) makes an angle 0 < 0 <Yzr.
iv) remains constant.

An electric dipole is placed freely in a region known to contain a uniform

electric field. After an adequate .ssts time, the electric dipolg moment (p) ......
i) points ,-:,+ parallel to the field lines.
iii) points normal .s)s""c to the field lines.
v) rotates anticlockwise o"ut :t$l-rr4:

b)An electron (e) enters a region of uniform electric field (E), after a short time (r)

it stops momentarily 
't.g*J. 

Chose the correct statement(s) ($+Jl) al^iJl of thg

following . . ...
i) The acceleration of the motion (a) is positive during Dt'i this stage iLJ,^.

ii) The electron travels parallel to the field lines during this stage.
iii) The effective u& electric force (4 is parallel to the field lihes during this stage.
iv) The effective uLSs electric force is given as F : e ̂ E during all stages.
u) ft. potential energy difference (AU) is negative



c) If the distance between fwo charged particles is doubled (r finat : 2 r i^tia), and the

charge on one of them is reduced to one-third (%) of its original ,.il."i value

(8 rrnar= /, qi*rtur), the resultant electric force witt be F nna: .........Fioiria

i) U6 ii)2/24 rli) l/36 iv) 1/18 v) 1/7 .

dl A conducting sphere of radius o'a", total charge +Q, and charge density +o. The

electricf ieldatapointjustoutsidethe;phere(attheoutsidesurface)isE:.... . .
i) 4nko ii) kQD.a iii) ol2eo iv) kg2/a2 v) o/eo

e) Three charged particles are arranged on corners of a square ffi
as shown in the figure. The electric field at point "p" is...... 

w*#

i) upward and to the right.l ii) straight to the right.>

iii) straieht downwardJ iv) zero. L.r t4 n,

r

\t

v) downward and to the left./

0 The figure represents charged sphere of total charg"^ A,^.*U 
H, : _ 3 pc/cm

wire of infinite length of uniform charge density I: - 3 pC/cm. ffi
The electric field at point '?"; midwaY .lrhJl (6^!'!0 between

them is zero. The Yalue of Q:
i) +12 pC. ii) +6 pC.

iv) - 12 pC. v) - 6 pC.
11r) -3 pc. @ 2cnt

s)In the 
'figure: 

the potential energy difference ( I/)

when the electron (e: - 1.6x10-1eC) moves from point A+6ttC

to point.B equals...

i )  + 05.760x 10 
-16 

J

iii) + 15.84x IA-16 J

v) -  10.08*10-16 ,I

i i )  -05.760x10-16/  3m

iv) - 15.84*10-16-r -iti l, l

' .  l . ' '  I
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h) The figute represents e.,as? two conducting spheres 
"i3 

*A & B" each

of them carries - 8 nC charge. The sufface area of "8" is one-third (yt)

that of "A". After touching them together; the number of electrons

(e: -!.6 x 10 
- tn C) that leave sphere "B'o andmove to o'A" equals .. . . . .

i) +2.5x10 r0 electron ii) +5.0x10r0 electron.
iv) zero.

@

iii) +2.5x 10ro electron.

v) +I2.5xL0ro electron.

t) A met"iiic .oin ai^i is given a negative electric charge. Its mass will ..

i) remain unchanged.

ii) decrease by an amount too small to measure directly.

iii) increase by an amount too small to measure directly.

iv) decrease measurablY ,rg-,,r" Js&.

i v) increase measurablY

tl [[llf u'
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Derive an equation for the capacitance of a cylindrical capacitor
charged parallel-plafe capacitor of charge 30 pc, tiate "drea
A: lx10 

-a 
m2 andplafe separation d:2 x l0 

-3 
m ishalffifled

with a dielectric mderial of dielectric constant K: 2 as shown in
the figure. calculate the energy 

'"stored 
in this capacitor.

eo:8 .85  x  10-12 C2N.m2.

Find the equivalent capacitance
of the grveo circuit

Calculate the charge on the
capacitor Cr: 6 pF if V= I0 V

What is the meaning of ......
i) light source of power loss 100 Z
ii) a wire carries a cwrerrt 5 A

A series AC circuit contains the following components: R : rca a, L: zsp ,nlt,
C : 2 F and a source with V^*: 210 Z operating at 50 Hz. Calculate the
maximum current (1,"*) and the power.factor of the circuit.
For the circuit shown, if Ir: IA calculate \,Iu I+,15 and 16.
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